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EDITO
RIAL
The filmmakers, producers and animators of the Chilean animation

industry are delivering. Thanks to courage, talent and hard work, the
presence of our professionals and production companies in the most
important markets and festivals in the world has been more frequent
and successful each year. From all that experience, we can rescue the
unique diversity that our industry has. The participation of projects in
development laboratories and international pitch competitions, the shorts,
series, webseries and feature films competing each year in Class A festivals,
and the multiplicity of techniques, stories and styles, demonstrate our
sector’s varied offer and its scope. Our productions stand out today not
only because they have a solid technical and visual level, but also because
of their originality and diversity. We have professionals who are versed
in the different techniques of animation and our stories and characters
captivate audiences around the world.
This growth and matureness has been thanks to the support of the
State institutions, the universities through their animation careers, the
Chilean animation festivals and markets, CHILEAN ANIMATION and their
permanent desire to promote talent and national production export,
and also thanks to ANIMACHI, which together with the other Chilean
audiovisual sector guilds has worked to generate a place where we can
develop, with better conditions, supports and tools.
As ANIMACHI we will continue to work together with our partners in
order to strengthen the international distribution of our work and keep
highlighting our unique, original and quality content, which makes our
industry so attractive.
José Ignacio Navarro
President of ANIMACHI
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ANIMATION
IN CHILE

Where are we now and where are we headed?
Interviews with Erwin Gómez (Wilo), Director of Chilemonos Festival and
MAI! (Market Animation Industry) and Germán Acuña, Vice President of Animachi.
This version of Chilemonos 2019 is the largest one that’s been made

La Tortuga Taruga. We’ve had about two decades of animated series for

in Chile. It started eight years ago as a Chilean festival and today it’s a

television, initially for Chilean channels and currently we have international

Latin American festival, which brings together Chileans, Argentinians,

co-productions for global networks. But without a doubt, the most

Colombians, Peruvians, Brazilians, Ecuadorians, and other nationalities

important contemporary landmark for national animation is the Oscar

of the region. “The festival became a showcase for all Latin America and

award in the short animated category for "Bear Story" by Punkrobot studio.

today we are the largest Spanish animation festival in the world”,
says Wilo.

Where is Chilean Animation today?
We’re currently in a stage with many challenges, mainly aiming towards

On the other hand, the 6th MAI! Market Animation Industry, had more than

the internationalization of projects, the academic training of work teams

1000 meetings, around 100 production companies and delegations from all

with international standards, the creation of audiences for future feature

Latin America with a special participation of this year’s guest country, Peru,

films, and the alignment of government funds in a more commercial

with 28 delegates. “We have proudly built this together and it gives

and less educational direction: all this fundamentally seeking

us a well-deserved leadership in the region” points out Wilo,

the consolidation of a place in the international creative

who also comments about the current state of Chilean

industry.

animation in the following interview.

How do you see Chile as a competitive

Could you tell us the history of Chilean

exporter of digital content?

Animation, its milestones, wow moments

Chilean animation has a huge export

and not-so-wow moments?

potential, many studios have made it, but

The history of Chilean animation, in my

there’s still a lot of room for improvement.

opinion, is defined by several milestones.

We need massive, consistent and

Initially at the beginning of the 20th

permanent support from state bodies

century we had several animated

such as CORFO, CNTV, CNCA and

attempts in the forms of short films,

Prochile. We must achieve to be seen as

feature films and animated sequences in

a productive industry for the country. In

live action feature films. Of which today we

order to do so, the sector in its entirety must

have very vague information and most of the

keep elevating its standards step by step,

animated pieces are lost.

both in its production processes as well as in
marketing and distribution.

It is from the coming of Walt Disney to Chile
on September 28, 1941 that history begins to be

Is it attractive to internationalize the professional

documented. With the premiere of the first Chilean feature
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and technical human capital that exists today in Chile?

film "15,000 drawings" on December 24, 1942, and the appearance

We’ve made great improvements in human capital. Today there are

of "Condor Copuchita", for many a direct reference of our emblematic

8 professional animation schools, but we are at the beginning of the

"Condorito". With a long gap until the early seventies and the creation of

journey; it is necessary and urgent to define the graduating profiles of

corporate characters in television channels such as TVN's Tevito, channel

the local animation programs in relation to the needs of the production

13’s “Angelito” and then the first series Tata Colores (1992-1995).

studios, and to give the necessary tools to those who want to start their

For me, the premiere of the feature film Mampato in Rapa-Nui on June 27,

own entrepreneurships. The international standards are very clear and

2002 marks the beginning of the stage in which we are today. Then came

specific, if we want to play in those major leagues, we will have to reach

the first couple of animated series for television, Clarita, Villa dulce and

them soon.
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What does Chilean animation dream

Assuming there is significant growth,

of? What are its short and medium term

what causes it? What should be the
public and private actions that catapult it

goals?

even more as a sector?

To me, the dream of Chilean animation

As a private sector our duty is to keep

is to achieve industrialization, the

the course in the right direction. I think

participation of private capital in Chilean

so far we have intuitively done so: to work

productions, aspire to a large number of

hard to achieve excellence in our productions

spectators buying tickets, keeping ratings up and
consuming licenses of animated products. But without
a doubt, the big dream is to consolidate a leading role in the

and to understand associativity as a key factor for
joint growth. This is a young industry still, that has been built

national creative industry that allows us to continue growing in size and

by many professionals on the basis of risk and effort. That energy

quality. In addition, we must create the necessary spaces for the new

has not diminished, on the contrary, it has grown, driven by various

Chilean animators to perform at the highest level in a perfect virtuous

achievements and recognitions that the sector reads as its own. Now,

circle in which we all contribute.

if we want animation to be consolidated as an activity, the State has a

Interview with Germán Acuña, Vice President of Animachi
and partner-director of the Carburadores production
company

fundamental role to fulfill, which is to accompany these first steps of
the industry, delivering the right incentives and opening channels to
attract foreign investment: We’re talking about tax benefits, incentives
for local private investment, promote co-production agreements,

Animachi currently has more than 50 associates, between independent

specialization of public officials who fulfill important roles for the

professionals and production companies dedicated to both the

industry, coordination between state entities and, of course, a

development of original content and the service production.

sustained increase in production subsidies.

In the last 4 years, the sector has achieved a series of international
recognitions being of course the Oscar of 2016 the most media recognized
and significant. The Chilean presence in international festivals such as
Annecy (the most important in the world) has also been on the rise with
films, shorts and series in competition as well as constant rewards in recent
years. “Regionally, I would dare to say that we have become a benchmark
in terms of production and content development capable of conquering
international audiences. We expect more recognition and growth of the
sector in the near future”.
Germán, what’s the current state of animation in Chile?
Animation in Chile is presently growing: our productions are reaching
an international level both in terms of commercial distribution as
well as important festival recognitions. Today the Chilean Animation
industry is opening paths that didn’t exist until now, which is excellent
news. From the association, we have the conviction that this area
of development can become a significant contribution for Chile, not
only for the country’s image, but as a concrete tribute to an add-value
economy. Today we have the basic necessary incentives for this to
happen: we have animation schools with graduating professionals year
after year, we have a private sector committed and organized through
a guild (Animachi), we have important showcases like the Chilemonos
Festival, that give us recognition to a regional level, and we have

As a guild, what are your medium and long term goals?
The guild always works for the healthy and sustainable growth of the
sector; therefore our goals have been maturing as we have achieved
certain important milestones. Today one of the medium-term goals has to
do with achieving the consolidation of production and commercialization
for our cinema and animated series. Although we look at the region as a
priority market, we understand that today the market is global, therefore
it is necessary to continue improving and opening new doors that
allow us to co-produce and articulate distribution strategies in a more
competitive way.
Are there any markets you would like to conquer before others? Do you
have some reference of good execution and handling?
Latin America is by nature our priority market, in large part we share a
language and there are strong cultural ties that unite us as a great territory.
However, today the contents are global and a content created in Chile can
be highly attractive to the Japanese or French audiences. We highly respect
the work that countries such as Ireland and Canada have done, which
through an important commitment of the State, translated into various
production supports and incentives, have managed to create very strong
industries that today are a great contribution to the economies and image
of their countries. //

continuous state support which has allowed us to produce year after
year, improving our products.
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CHILEAN ANIMATION

TAKES OVER
CARTOON
NETWORK
In the past April the Latin American network dedicated a full month to Chile.

The series Punch punch, Hara!, The adventures of Ogú Mampato and

Evaluating now that the campaign is finished, what’s the balance?

Rena, among others, were part of the program dedicated exclusively to

Can you tell us what were the benefits of having made this

Chile, which was broadcasted on the Cartoon Network station. This is

special?

an unprecedented event and a source of profound pride for the Chilean

As I was saying, our leadership position in Chile allows us to deepen what

audiovisual industry.

we call local flavor, that is, the Cartoon Network experience amplified by

Lucas Arechaga, Programming Strategy & Operations Director for Cartoon

Chilean quality content that allows us to be closer to our fans. It’s a great

Network, Boomerang & Tooncast Latin America, delves into the details of

achievement made possible by the joint work of the Chilean industry with

how they decided to make this TV special.

Cartoon Network.

Where did the idea of making this

Lucas, what’s your vision of the

Chilean animation special come

animation industry in Latin America?

from? Why Chile?

What’s its projection?

For Cartoon Network, Chile is one

From Cartoon Network we see an

of the key markets in the region in

evolution in the ideas, proposals and

terms of original production and Latin

formats that are pitched to us in the

American acquisitions. We’ve been
involved in the active search for local
talent for years now, strengthening
ties with the animation industry and
Chilean creators, which brings us to a
wide portfolio of relevant properties
for Chilean fans such as "The Legend of
Zeta & Ozz" and "Punch punch, Hara!",
or more recently "Mampato" and "31

surprised to see in each meeting how
the projects are more sophisticated
and interesting. This is in addition to
the fact that what characterizes our
original production proposal is precisely
to seek new voices and talents, as well
as the association with established and
recognized brands.

minutes". In turn, that relevance is

The markets available are in different

reflected in the fans preference: Cartoon

stages, so projects may vary in

Network has been the #1 choice among

execution, but a common denominator

children and general audiences in Chile

is that it must bring something new to

for 4 consecutive years, according to

the table.

Kantar Ibope.

From our side, the goal to find local

The local month seemed like a good
time to celebrate this great connection
with our Chilean audience, and we
found very good reception and very
funny reactions from the fans.
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different festivals. We are pleasantly
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talent to carry out joint projects
continues, as well as making sure that
the productions which are already in
progress see the light.

ZOOM

TO THE SELECTED ONES
If it's Chilean, it's good! Was the title Cartoon Network gave to its April campaign, in which they
selected series that were 100% Chilean creations, The legend of Zeta & Ozz, Punch punch, Hara!,
31 minutes and the exclusive premiere of The Adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena.

Punch punch, Hara! (Marmota Studio)
From YouTube to the screens of Cartoon Network

Punch punch, Hara! Series of 10 episodes which are 8 minutes long, it’s the story of the last
woman (Hara) left on the planet. She is a super impulsive 15-year-old girl, who cannot control
her anger and wants to show the world that she is stronger than everyone else. In order to
do this, she decides to enter the infinite tournament of the Kallpa universe, reigned by Akiles
"King of the world", in this scenario she faces different opponents to achieve her mission.
“We believe that Cartoon Network chose us because our heroine is not 100% good or
100% bad, she’s human. We’re showing a real girl who’s powerful, who can fight, who’s
intelligent and at the same time impulsive, and who makes mistakes. On the other hand,
the story is fun, interesting, and catchy”, explains María Graciela Severino, Director
at Hera Management, the company carrying out the Communications and Executive
Production of the show, as well as being a Marmota Studio partner.
Marmota Studio has been self-managing for 5 years. Its main exhibition platform has
been its Youtube channel where they got to know, by means of trial and error, the
connection with the audiences, a material that led them to create this script. Today, the
channel has 118 thousand followers, half of them being Mexican, 25% are Chilean and
the rest come from other countries in Latin America. “Our relationship with Cartoon
Network was born in 2013 when we presented other projects that did not see the light,
until we arrived to Punch punch, Hara!, which Cartoon Network saw at a very early
stage and we closed the agreement when the script was ready”, adds Severino.
Marmota Studio assures that their contents are thought-of to be delivered for the
world. “We try to make content with a universal vision, using what’s local as identity
elements in the aesthetic, but not in the narrative. As is the case of Punch punch, Hara!,
which, although set in the Andean culture, the story is not about that. We believe that
the content’s universality will open the doors for our internationalization; the viewer
must feel compelled in the same way in Chile, Peru, China, the USA or anywhere in the
planet”, explains Max Narr, Chief of Communications at Marmota Studio.
Since the series was broadcasted on Cartoon Network, Marmota Studio feels they’ve
had very positive feedback, from the industry and also from the fans, “we’ve received
messages and drawings of the characters on our social media, congratulating us and
asking for more episodes. That’s priceless and very rewarding”, concludes Severino.
Marmota Studio is currently traveling to international markets to co-produce, distribute
and finance their audiovisual projects.
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The adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena (Animenta Production Company)
A series that enters Cartoon Network passing the technical standard with "zero" faults

In the year 2017, in the corridors of the Santo Tomás
Professional Institute, while taking a coffee break,
Darío Cuesta, National Director of Communications
and executive producer of the series and Ada Lobos,
screenwriter and teacher of Santo Tomas PI, came up
with the idea to materialize the story of Ogú, Mampato
and Rena. That same year, with the developed idea,
they won the fund of the National Television Council
(CNTV) to carry out the first season (13 episodes of 11
minutes).
The adventures of Ogú, Mampato and Rena is inspired
by a well-known comic in Chile, and it was made in coproduction with the digital animation program of the
Santo Tomás Professional Institute, together with the
Animenta production company, who got the series rights
for film and television for the next 20 years.
Its business plan was to seek the internationalization of
the series after the 2nd season. “We pitched to Discovery,
Disney and Cartoon Network at the 2016 Chilemonos
festival, after that there was no more contact and
suddenly we got a call from Cartoon Network, they
wanted to see the 1st episode which we already had, they
saw it and loved it, and they not only asked us for the
first season, they also wanted a second one. With that,
our internationalization plans had to be anticipated. In
parallel, we signed with the Chilevisión network”, recalls
Cuesta.
The series was aired in Chile in December by the open
television channel Chilevisión, and given the good impact
it made on its viewers, they will broadcast it again soon.
Animenta says that making this series was a big challenge
and, artistically, the biggest challenge was the transcoding
of the comic to the audiovisual language. “To materialize this
project we were forced to train in executive functions, now
we are looking for funds to produce the second season. We
applied for the CNTV fund and we are looking for partners in
the private sector to support us. In parallel, we are looking for
strategic partners to face the challenge of producing the film,
which we want to release in 2023”, adds Cuesta.
Regarding the recent broadcast of the series on Cartoon
Network, Animenta says that the result was satisfactory.
“We are very happy; we passed the technical standard of
Cartoon Network with zero faults, so we are very satisfied
with the product”. Currently, the production company is
working on another project called Reenslaved an anime-type
series, for which they are establishing the production team,
which will be put together with students of the Santo Tomás
Professional Institute.

8
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Papelucho (produced by Wild Bunch Studio)

And this doesn’t stop here! soon, Cartoon Network will broadcast the series
Papelucho, a series inspired
by the book by Chilean writer
Marcela Paz, will soon arrive to
the Cartoon Network screens.
“It was amazing to be selected
for their programming, we’re
thrilled and since we started the
creation of the series we knew
that it could have an international
window. After Cartoon confirmed
their interest, we were filled by a
tremendous sense of validation.
What we thought could happen
by working hard and doing things
correctly, had its reward, and
what better prize than to be in an
international showcase that goes
to all Latin America”, says Simón
Barrionuevo, the show’s executive
producer.
Simón Barrionuevo says that the
relationship with Cartoon Network
dates back to 2014 when they
began to go out to international
markets and “since then we've
been pitching different projects
and trying to understand the logic
in which Cartoon works, what kind
of projects they find interesting
and which don’t appeal to them.
And within that line we believed
that Papelucho could succeed in
Boomerang”.
Regarding the series scripts, which
mention iconic parts of the books,
originally they thought about
adapting a couple of successive
books (there’s 12), but shortly after
they decided to take elements of the
whole saga and make self-conclusive
episodes. The production company
believes that this allowed them to
better reflect Papelucho’s concept,
and in addition to being satisfied
with the final product, they think that
carrying out this project was a great
training in order to continue growing
as a Wild Bunch Studio production
company. //
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HOMELESS

Film selected in Annecy 2019
We are happy and proud; we expected to be in Annecy!”
Shouts José Navarro, one of the directors of the feature film Homeless, a film selected in the
official competition of the Annecy 2019 Festival, in the Contrechamp category.
In Chile it will be released in cinemas during August.
The movie Homeless was born four
years ago, when José Navarro, Jorge
Campusano and Santiago O`Ryan,
directors and screenwriters of the film
and partners of the Chilean production
company Lunes, wrote the featurelength script based and inspired by the
characters of a 13 episode series of 24
minutes, which goes by the same name.
Although the characters and the
film’s universe are based on the series
Homeless, the story, that takes place in
90 minutes, adds new characters and
a cinematographic imagery that seeks
to reach a broader and cross-sectional
audience.
Film development and birth
With the developed project and the
script they achieved the support of
the Production Fund from the National
Council of Culture and the Arts (CNCA)
in 2016, and an injection of capital
by Ibermedia (2017). The above,
plus contributions from the Chilean
production companies Lunes and Fábula,
was enough to start the production,

10

which lested three years.

road, outside the system, away from social commitments, careerism and

Homeless is targeted to the young adult audience, but also to anyone who

appearances, going unnoticed; now they are exposed to a new world where

wants to laugh during 90 minutes while watching a group of vagabonds

everyone is deprived, where everyone is "homeless".

save the planet from the end. The idea for the story arises from the

Their mission is simple, as stated by Raul Sarro, one of the film’s

questions, what would happen if all the virtual money on the planet

protagonists: "We have to recover our filthy camp if we want to maintain

disappeared from one day to the next? What would happen if credit cards,

our perfect lifestyle, and in order to achieve that, we will have to make

ATMs and banks no longer had access to our information? What would

everything go back to normal".

happen if people, as ordinary users, had no way of paying for the subway,

So, in summary, the Homeless movie tells the story of a group of

lunch, the lease of their houses, the Christmas gifts? How long would it take

homeless people living in a street camp by the river of a third world city,

for everything to collapse?!

who will have to save the planet from collapse after a group of cyber

In that context of global economic crisis, the homeless protagonists of the

terrorists steal all of the virtual money from the banks, leaving everyone

show rise up, the heroes, who always tried to walk on the far side of the

on the streets. Their mission will be to restore the system they despise
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in order to be, once again,
outside of it.
The characters, humor
and stories in Homelsess,
from the series to the
movie, have managed to
connect with an audience
that consumes animated
content which is not only
intended for entertainment
but also seeks to provoke,
deliver a message, and
make us think about the
world we live in. Humor
and sarcasm allow the
Homeless to talk about any topic, to enter into
worlds that are usually protected by people full
of modesty and social taboos that don’t typically
come to light.
“The film talks about perfection, the standards of
beauty, happiness and security that we are offered
every day. It talks about the diminished capacity
we have today to be able to choose how we want
to be, where we want to live and what kind of stuff
we should have; always forced to fit in”, explains
Navarro. In addition, the aesthetic proposal is a

In Chile, the film will be released during
August in movie theaters, and the idea is
that a sales agent allows access to more and
better display windows.

kind of parody of conventional aesthetics that animated feature films
usually have.
In Chile, the film will be released during August in movie theaters,
and the idea is that a sales agent allows access to more and better
display windows. We want the movie to be seen all over the world!
explains Santiago O'Ryan, one of the directors and writers of
Homeless.
The producers of the film say there’s a very high expectation from those
who saw the series, they’ve been writing to Homeless' Facebook and to
the Lunes Social Media Networks for three years to ask when will they
be able to watch the movie. “We’ve received messages of all kind: death
threats, cybernetic viruses, impudent pictures. I hope they like the movie,
otherwise who knows what could happen”, says José Navarro fooling
around. //
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CRONONAUTA
An apocalyptic mission

The series is about John Titor’s
mission, a time traveler who comes
from an apocalyptic future to prevent
the incident that will leave humanity on
the verge of extinction, nevertheless,
something in his trip goes wrong, and
so John has no idea how to prevent
this eventual apocalypse, he only
knows when it will take place and that’s
where his adventure begins.
The idea came up in 2016, “I’ve always
been a fan of science fiction stories,
and after doing other personal projects
for years, I wanted to create something
more ambitious, and that’s when I
started developing the story” says
Martín Felice, Crononauta’s director,
who had the resources of the animated
web series audiovisual fund, awarded
by the National Culture and Arts
Council, in order to bring the script
to life.
The 8 episode web series has a
running time of 6 minutes per episode
and its target audience is young adults.
“We chose to place the series on the
internet, a platform where the show
could be as visible as possible, we
want it to reach the greatest number
of people, with the hopes that they
enjoy it, talk about it, get excited about
it and recommend it to their friends”,
concludes Felice. //

Is about John Titor’s
mission, a time traveler
who comes from an
apocalyptic future to
prevent the incident
that will leave humanity
on the verge of
extinction.
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LOCOS LAB

Science can be a great adventure
Locos Lab is a series that follows the adventures of
Nina, an intrepid and athletic 12 year-old girl who
will be involved in crazy misunderstandings living
with his uncle Dr. C, an eccentric punk scientist who
doesn’t measure the consequences of his experiments.
Together with Vaca Clonada, the matriarch of
the house; Nico, a playful caveman; Limus, the
biomechanical lizard and its fat and malicious cat.
Nina and her family will enjoy amazing adventures,
unleashed by the ideas of this exotic family and Dr. C’s
failed experiments.
Locos Lab targets a school audience 8 to 12 years
old. "What we were looking for was to be able to
bring relevant and current themes to a viewer who is
constantly bombarded with entertainment content.
We want to occupy the children’s leisure time in a more
disruptive way, that shows them that science can be a
great adventure ", explains Isabel Rosemblatt, Locos
Lab executive producer.
In the background each episode addresses an
important and cutting-edge scientific topic, such as, for
example, nature awareness, global warming, among
others.
"We believe that this is a curious audience which will
be able to discover in the adventures of this particular
family, new concepts that will make them question a
little more about the world that surrounds them," adds
Rosemblatt.
The production company Dinogorila is working on
a first season of 13 episodes of 11 minutes, the last
episodes are in production and it is expected to
premiere on TVN (National Television of Chile) and
VTR channel (Chile) in March 2020. They also have the
alliance of distributor Dandelooo for their international
conquest and are working on a co-production with
Señal Colombia to broadcast there.
Regarding a possible second season “There’s
nothing certain yet but we are working on it. We
believe that the series has great potential to move
forward. The animation of the show is very high
quality and it has powerful characters that will
be the basis to give continuity to the project”,
concludes Rosemblatt. //
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PETIT

On its way to conquer the international market
The production is dubbing the first season to English and preparing
the development of the second season.

The second season of Petit begins to oil its gears at full speed as they

In order to co-produce, it’s necessary to cultivate strong bonds of trust

enter development, the show is oriented to a preschool audience and it

between the partners, given that a co-production constantly depends on

was inspired by the book ‘Petit, el monstruo” by Isol, winner of the Astrid

the agreements taken by the financial, artistic and production departments;

Lindgren Memorial Award, and is set to premiere in 2020. Petit is a project

in the particular case of Petit, “it’s our first experience doing part of the work

co-produced by four partners in three Latin American countries: the

outside the country. In general, we received funding from other countries,

production companies Pájaro (Chile) and Non stop (Argentina) and the

but this time around the work was different because the script, the original

channels Paka Paka (Argentina) and Señal Colombia (Colombia). The series

music, the audio post and the voices were developed in Argentina”, explains

will be broadcasted through the signal of channel 13 (Chile), Paka Paka

Bernardita Ojeda, director and leading voice of the show.

(Argentina) and Señal Colombia (Colombia). The Chilean production is

While the direction of the series remained in Chile, a relationship of

awaiting the allocation results of the Funds given by the National Television

deep trust and rigorous teamwork was necessary among the members

Council of Chile (CNTV) to confirm funding for the second season.

of the production team, based on the creative affinity shared with Isol

Networking towards a common goal
The first season premiered after having won the 2014 CNTV fund in the
co-production category alongside Paka Paka- the public children's TV
channel of Argentina-, with whom they had already co-produced the second
season of Hostal Morrison. Shortly after, they were joined by the production
company Non stop, specialists in dubbing and audio post production,

14

(inspirational author), Fernando Salem (head of screenwriting), Aldana
Duhalde (Paka Paka’s programming director), Betina Brewda (producer) and
Gustavo Pomeranec (music).
After working for several months, the partners saw the results: A first
season of 26 episodes with a running time of 7 minutes, which won several
awards and selections at international festivals and is currently being

which stands out for its services to Disney LATAM. The last partner to join

dubbed to reach the English-speaking world.

the co-production team was Señal Colombia, after winning its Annual Co-

“We are very happy and focused on making the series grow in its quality

Production Market.

and to have news for our viewers. Our intention is to develop 52 episodes by
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After working for several months, the partners saw the results: A first season
of 26 episodes with a running time of 7 minutes, which won several awards and
selections at international festivals and is currently being dubbed to reach the
English-speaking world.

2020, so that the series begins to be commercially
attractive, fulfilling the strict international
standards”, explains Ojeda. In charge of the
distribution in the European market is Dandeloo,
a prestigious French distributor, who’s already
handling purchase offers that they prefer not to
reveal for the time being.
“Petit is a very special preschool show because,
picking up the essence of Isol's work, it speaks
of the daily life of children with acute humor and
from the perspective of a kid. I think this is the
reason why the series has established a strong
link with its audience and we are confident that
it will achieve a commercial success”, concludes
Ojeda. //

Awards
Chilemonos Festival (Chile-2018): 1st
place in category Best Latinoamerican
animated series.
Ojo de Pescado Festival (Chile-2018):
Honorable mention
Bit Bang Festival (Argentina-2018): Best
Latinamerica animated series.
ATVC (Argentina - 2018): Winner in
children´s category.

Selections
Manchester Animation Festival (UK2018): Selection
Kolibrí Festival (Bolivia-2018): Selection
Cinema Crianza (Spain-2018): Selection
Ale Kino (Poland-2018): Selection
Mi Primer Festival (Perú-2018): Selection
Kingtoon (Jamaica-2018): Selection
Quirino (Spain-2019): Finalist
Málaga Festival (Spain-2019): Noncompetitive selection for samples from
Latinamerican series.
Cartoon on The Bay (Italia 2019): Noncompetitive selection for samples from
Latinamerican series.
Annecy Festival (Francia 2019): Selection
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THE GIRL IN THE
RED DRESS
Fantasies and love beyond age

Every night, a mysterious girl in a red dress and a yellow hat, hurls herself
passionately into the arms of Pablo, an elderly man who is very much
in love with his wife, with whom he has lived a lifetime. They’re both
apparently happy.
This short film is about fantasies and love, beyond the limits of age, subjects
that have not been sufficiently portrayed in Chilean animation. The target
audience, to our surprise, is families. “Although the work is not strictly for
children, it is suitable for all audiences", points out Álvaro Rosas, director.
Even though the story seems brighter and hopeful, it carries a subtext that
arises with the question: what would happen if a couple that has shared love
and a routine for many years is suddenly invaded by the need to relive their
youth?, “maybe the relationship ends, maybe they follow their own path or,
in different words, maybe the two of them (and without knowing) have the
same dream, to bring back their love, and we will see them both fighting for
it, in their own way”, says the director.

16
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The story seems
brighter and hopeful,
it carries a subtext
that arises with the
question: what would
happen if a couple that
has shared love and a
routine for many years
is suddenly invaded by
the need to relive their
youth?

It was recently premiered at the 2019
Chilemonos Festival, getting a very good
reception from the audience and the
critics present, “something that made
me very excited, because you’re always
a bit afraid when it comes to showing
an emotionally charged work like this
one”, concludes Rosas. He expects for
the short film to have the widest possible
diffusion, and to reach everyone who
loves animation. Its internationalization
plan is to show it in as many festivals as
possible in the world. In Chile, they will
apply to the Pedro Sienna award, as well as
other awards around the globe that accept
animated works.
The girl in the Red Dress was animated
in a 2D technique, supported by the
2015 Audiovisual Fund, from the Culture
Funds of the Ministry of Cultures, Arts
and Heritage. It was a Despierto Films
production, a studio specializing in 2D
animation. “We believe the short has a
good audience reception and, without a
doubt, it carries a message of love and
fantasy that is universal, which anyone
can relate to anywhere in the world”,
concludes Rosas. //
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MARZIPAN

A Chilean classic is consolidated
through animation
The series, made by Fabula, will premiere in spring.

18

Marzipan is a music band of great trajectory in Chile, this year they

created by the production company Fabula, who took over the script and

celebrate 40 years of musical career and their songs are recorded in the

production of the animated show. The series was illustrated by Paloma

collective memory of grandparents, parents and children. This year will be

Valdivia and Carlos Ballesteros and animated by the production company

the premiere of the animated series that summarizes 14 hits which include

Pájaro in cut-out technique. “For us it was a great challenge to put images

successes such as “la vaquita loca” and “la cuncuna amarilla”.

and movement to songs that are so well known and loved by our popular

The band has remained active without breaks to date and although there

culture, also Marzipan felt really represented with our work”, explains

are recordings on Youtube of the time when they appeared on a television

Bernardita Ojeda, general producer at Pájaro.

program or amateur videos, they didn’t have official music videos of their

Although the series remains faithful to the original material, there are some

vast trajectory, which includes more than 16 albums and compilations,

innovations, such as the inclusion of humor elements and a "gang" (a girl,

music books, active since the year 1981.

a boy, a fox, a spider and a ball) which appears as the protagonist or in a

“We always dreamed of making animations with the songs of Marzipan.

secondary role on each clip, “they are recognizable characters that give life

When we were on Channel 11, back in '83, we had some songs animated.

to Marzipan’s infinite musical universe”, explains Daniel Castell, executive

I believe we’ve been very motivated to do something since then. It never

producer (Fabula) of animated Marzipan.

happened. We never won a single fund. Until Fabula arrived and they got

The series is for an audience 3 to 6 years old; however “music captivates

it (year 2018). Wonderful”, Verónica Pietro, member of the music group

many generations and those who grew up with Marzipan as well. We want

Marzipan.

the series to make sense to the audience, parents and children; this work

The animated series that summarizes a selection of 14 songs made into

is a generational bridge between them. Marzipan is already a classic, and

music videos will be released this year, in spring, through the network

consolidating its legacy and, above all, showing the new generations the

channel 13 (open TV channel in Chile), and at the same time it will be

rich musical landscape that Marzipan has built through animations is a true

released on YouTube in the new official channel of animated Marzipan,

pride for us”, says Castell. //
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NANO

Family-themed short film
Inspired by the director's biography, Penblade Studio presents Nano.

After a childhood marked by the loss of their mother and an absent father,

accompanied me all my life and I wanted to portray it in a short film”, he

brothers Nano and Rose have always only had each other. The future looks

says excitedly.

promising when Rose tells her brother about her anticipated pregnancy,

To materialize this 10 minute short film, aimed at people over 12 years old,

excited about the news Nano promises to visit them as soon as his nephew

Penblade Studio was supported by the Culture and Arts Fund, which gave

is born. Rose's son is born in poor health. With her partner being distant, she

them the budget to carry out the work. “We want the short film to be a

anxiously awaits her brother’s visit.

window for the world to recognize our ability to tell animated stories with

On the train, on his way to the hospital, Nano makes a little friend named

our technique, focus and attention to detail. Demonstrating the quality that

Carla, a rebellious girl. But half way through the road, the train crosses a

we can achieve, even working in adverse conditions. We want to develop

bridge which yields because of the intense water current. Carla falls into the

as a studio to the point of being able to offer well-paid jobs to animators

river and Nano jumps in to try and rescue her but a trunk dragged by the

and become a hotbed for new talents with the highest ambitions. Always

current hits Nano in the head.

working our projects to the best of our abilities”, points out José Miguel

Christian Pincheira, director of the short film, reveals that the script is a

Carvallo, producer.

tribute to his uncle and that it corresponds to a true story that happened

They have planned to make an annual round of festivals, sending Nano to

in his family, and particularly to himself (he’s the child with delicate

every call for entry that relates to the theme and target audience of the

health). “The memory of my uncle Nano and his legacy in my family have

short film, including Chilemonos next year 2020. //
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GUITAR
AND DRUM
Diversity as the core theme
In Chile, the first season will be broadcasted on TVN.

“The idea across the show is that our differences allow us to complement

audience. Each instrument has a unique sound, just like each child can

each other, to be better and to contribute something to the world that

contribute to the world with their own voice. The series highlights the

no one else can”, are the words of María Elisa Soto Aguilar and Antonia

importance of values such as empathy and self-esteem to understand and

Herrera, general and artistic directors at Punkrobot Studio, the production

appreciate the richness of diversity, whether in physical, cultural or gender

company behind Guitar and Drum (G&D).

aspects, as well as many others.

G&D is a series for boys and girls between 3 and 6 years old which

There’s a great variety of characters in the show, not only in terms of

celebrates the fact that we’re all different, through the adventures of

personality or physical appearance. “Guitar” is outgoing and chatty, while

two best friends who live in a small town with other musical instruments

“Drum” is more calm and meditative. “Pineapple”, being the only character

(and a Pineapple!). The first 20 episodes were produced by Punkrobot

that’s not an instrument, gives us the opportunity to talk about issues

with the support of the 2016 CNTV Fund, the rest of them together with

related to migration and cultural differences.

their Brazilian co-producers Hype Animation studio. The first season is

“We also wanted to avoid stereotypes, especially gender ones, which are

52 episodes long, each of them with a running time of 5 minutes; after its

usually found in children's television. There are equal numbers of female

release, the show will be aired by the Chilean network TVN. The production

and male characters, which might not seem very important, but the

company is now finishing the last scripts and storyboards in order to focus

common thing in children's media is that the relationship between male

on the animation and post-production.

and female characters is 2:1, also being the female characters much less
important, less funny, more flat and stereotyped", explains Herrera.

20

Origin of the script

"We’re very proud of how it’s coming up; it’s a very fun show with a special

Punkrobot wanted to make a show for little kids that talked about diversity,

look, which in turn has a message that is important to us. We believe it has a

so a music band where everyone makes a different sound but together

lot of potential for Chile and also for the world. As usual, our goal is to reach

they’re able to make a great melody, fit perfectly for the theme and target

as many kids possible” concludes Soto-Aguilar. //
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CHOCOLO
DOG
The internet phenomenon

Given its success, the show extends its self-managed business model towards brand licensing,
live performances and merchandising.

Chocolo Dog, created by Elizabeth Carmona and produced by ATIEMPO

and the rest come mainly from Mexico, Peru and Argentina.

PREESCOLAR, is a character who sings, dances, entertains and teaches

The channel’s growth has increased organically and this has allowed it to

preschoolers, through songs and 3D animated shorts, which is born with an

develop the brand and license it to different companies, there are currently

exhibition strategy different from classic television or cinema, its creators

a wide range of products on the market such as: stuffed animals, toys,

opted for the YouTube channel called "preschool time" and streaming

birthday items, musical instruments, toiletries, bathroom accessories,

platforms such as Spotify, ITunes, Shazam, among others. The channel

books, and even a healthy milk ice cream under the Bresler brand.

currently adds more than 2 million subscribers and exceeds one million
visits per day, which makes them a leading company in the audiovisual
sector in terms of content export.

In the same way, the already established success of the character is not only
seen in social media and in its merchandising, but also in live performances,
attended by many "Chocolovers", a name adopted by the followers and fans

This phenomenon began with the song “My dog Chocolo likes to dance”,

of the character. The conquest of the live performances market is due to

and the character became famous for his catchy song. The channel began

the support of its main strategic partner, Samsung, and its Smart TV, since

to generate many visits and new subscribers not only from Chile, but also

Chocolo Dog is one of the most viewed applications through its televisions,

from other Spanish-speaking countries. 45% of its views come from Chile

which led the brand to finance the tour “Super Chocolo and his friends”,
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The channel currently adds more than 2 million
subscribers and exceeds one million visits per
day, which makes them a leading company in the
audiovisual sector in terms of content export.

covering the main cities of the country. To date, the Chocolo Dog has made more than 100 live performances in
such important venues as the Movistar Arena and Sun Arena Monticello, among others. He has also participated
in the Paris Parade, for two consecutive years.
“In our path, we have achieved many accomplishments and the main one, from our perspective, has been
working without relying on public funds. There’s no doubt that the State supports for the audiovisual industry
are highly appreciated, but to develop a project in a self-sustainable way is the biggest challenge that a
production company can have and therefore the greatest satisfaction at the end of the road”, says Patricio
Gamonal, executive producer of Chocolo Dog, produced by the animation studio ATIEMPO PREESCOLAR.
Behind the positive figures
According to Patricio Gamonal, their success is due to “the experience that the production company has
accumulated developing children's content, along with the talent of its creator Elizabeth Carmona. The
combination of these two ingredients is what’s allowing us to currently position ourselves in the national
market and what’s opening the way for us towards international markets”.
However, one of the difficulties
they’ve had to endure, which at the
end of the day may feel more like an
opportunity than an obstacle fort
them, is piracy. “We’ve had to deal
with this problem, especially with
the “industrial piracy”, which enters
the country through containers
in industrial volumes, under the
protection of companies that are
official in Chile, which in the long run
operate without paying taxes, without
paying licenses, or operational costs,
they live at the expense of what
doesn’t belong to them. In any case
this disadvantage helps us a lot from
another point of view, because for
the licensors the fact that they have
piracy gives support to the brand”.
What are your plans for the future?
“To keep developing the Chocolo
Dog series and to continue creating
content for Youtube, strengthening
our Portuguese and English channels”,
concludes Gamonal. //

22
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ANIMATION IN
CHILE IS GOING UP
Its main challenge is to find public and private funding sources to materialize
its projects, to promote Chile as a source of human capital specialized in
audiovisual communication and to consolidate itself as a commercial platform
for international markets to meet.

The main obstacle that Chilean production companies
have to overcome when carrying out audiovisual works
is production costs. In order to achieve this objective, the
studios are paying attention to the competitive funds and
generating relationships of trust with the financing entities of
the private sector.
One of the Chilean public entities that believes and

In Chile there are at least
6 professional institutes
and universities with
audiovisual-related
programs, therefore our
country is growing in terms
of quantity and quality of
its productions but also in
its human capital power
specializing in animation.

supports the development of the audiovisual industry
in the country is the Corporation for the Promotion of
Production (CORFO). They are especially interested in
the development of animation in Chile, and also from
Chile to the world. “We see tremendous opportunities for
the export of our animation services; we have a variety
of creative talent, animation production companies
with professional teams of international standards,
foreign awards and recognitions, we have a guild that is
representative of the sector, Chilean animation festivals,
we offer foreign investment opportunities, among other
strengths”, explains Isidora Cabezón, Coordinator of
creative economy at CORFO.
In Chile there are at least 6 professional institutes and
universities with audiovisual-related programs, therefore
our country is growing in terms of quantity and quality of its
productions but also in its human capital power specializing
in animation.

Chile, a commercial exchange platform

With all the above, there are positive basic conditions to

Another plus that distinguishes Chile is that, in an incipient but accelerated way, it’s

believe that Chile will consolidate in the animation sector,

positioning itself as a country that offers and generates the conditions for commercial

thinking in both the national and international market.

exchanges to happen through festivals, such as Chilemonos and MAI! Market Animation

The challenge that CORFO projects in the sector is “in

Industry, a meeting place between animators, directors, executive producers of all Latin

the improvement of our human capital, the increase of

America, which has recently become the biggest animation market in Spanish.

public and private investment for a sector where the

Margarita Cid, director of MAI! explains, “for the first time this year, we will have attending

production costs of an animation work are still very high,

the 6th MAI! official delegations from Peru, Colombia and Argentina, with the aim of

this way making projects more viable in time, to ensure the

strengthening relations between Latin American markets. In four days of Festival and

sustainability of the production companies that are behind

two days of MAI!, more than 6,000 people will be called in according to their different

the projects, and finally, to also enhance local exhibition

activities. Our market will bring together more than 80 companies specialized in

windows that require content for their platforms, as well

animation and more than a thousand meetings will be held. Among the companies that

as large OTT platforms with international impact”, states

stand out are: Netflix, Cartoon Network, Disney, Discovery Kids, PakaPaka, Gloob, among

Cabezón.

others”.
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HUNTER AND
NAP NAP

It’s a series for kids’ that mixes space adventures and comedy in an episodic
format, starring Hunter and Nap Nap, two friendly cats who begin their
career as bounty hunters in a futuristic galaxy populated by millions of

Project's name

Hunter and Nap Nap

Target audience

Kids 9-12

Format

10x5’

Producers

Carburadores
(Looking for financing)

Exhibition date

Projected for 2021

Team goals

“Initially, to experience the IP in an episodic
format of 5 minutes, then, to move on to
other formats of longer duration and other
media such as comics and videogames”,
Germán Acuña (creator).

Why should you
watch it?

“If you enjoy science fiction, buddy
comedy and cats... well, this show is
for you”.

worlds and hundreds of races. Hunter and Nap Nap take their ship across
the confines of space in search of crooks, swindlers, gangsters and thugs of
all kinds, in order to capture them and collect their bounties. While Hunter
and Nap Nap come from very different backgrounds, both of them enjoy the
freedom and independence this lifestyle offers, and though the galaxy can
sometimes be a hostile place and the competition among hunters can get
very intense, the friendship and the desire to find their place in life are the
main every day drives for this duo of daring adventurers.

24
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WE DELIVER
EVERYWHERE!

Project's name

We deliver everywhere!

Target audience

Kids 6-10

Format

13x11’

Producers

Wokzord Studio
(Looking for co-producers)

It’s a sci-fi comedy in which we follow Kid, a pizza delivery boy from the
only restaurant that delivers to anywhere in the galaxy. Kid and his robot
friend and transport, BlipBloop, will travel to all kinds of strange planets to
deliver their orders to eccentric kings, rebellious robots, space pirates and
all kinds of stellar beings. Kid is an immensely energetic child, who is easily
distracted but who has an unwavering work ethic and will never leave a

Exhibition date

2021, no distribution windows
compromised yet

Team goals

“We want to create a charismatic series,
with ridiculous moments opposite to
complex premises of speculative science
fiction”, Sebastián Zegers (Wokzord
Studio).

Why should you
watch it?

It's a crazy science fiction series in which
each delivery becomes an unexpected
adventure!

pizza undelivered. His friend Blipbloop has the ability to transform into all
kinds of vehicles and his head is a pizza box. The vast majority of episodes
involve a delivery, always starting from a speculative science fiction
premise: (“Can you deliver a pizza inside a black hole?”) and then they grow
in their absurdity as surprises begin to complicate the deliveries.
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RADIO
BLA BLA

In a world where all technological devices are alive, that is, they behave
like humans and relate to them on a daily basis, Roman is the old and
angry clock radio belonging to Los Mena, a family that lives in a heritage

Project's name

Radio BlaBla

Target audience

Kids 6-12

Format

13x11'

Producers

Merkén Studios
(Chile)

Exhibition date

2021

Team goals

“For Radio BlaBla to become part of the
joyful bláblá of everyone who watches
the show in a wide aroundtheworld
radio”, says Pablo Unda, screenwriter and
co-executive producer.

Why should you
watch it?

Because of its humor, adventure, art and
positive teamwork, resilience and adaptability
message. Imagine seeing how "old" devices
coexist with ultra-modern technologies in a
typical neighborhood.

neighborhood and is very close to their "old" artifacts. Faced with the ever
changing challenges that come from the technological advances in the
world, and the frequent problems set by The Werners, their individualistic
and ultra-technological neighbors, The Mena and their particular "old"
devices always end up coming together and moving forward, like the great
family they are. Radio BlaBla is an animation series of 13 episodes of 11
minutes.
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DAVID
VERSUS

Project's name

David Versus

Target audience

Kids 7-12

Format

26x11`

Producers

Jorge Campusano and José Navarro
LUNES - Chile

After years of social networks, Instagram, Facebook and memes, the
Internet mysteriously disappears. When this happens, a parallel world called
"the Glitch" is created. This world is controlled by the evil “Miguel Ángel”,
who’s left the world practically disconnected, without a digital connection of
any kind, as if it was the 80`s.
A group of children from the “Robotics Club”, led by David and his best

Exhibition date

2022

Team goals

“…let the robots come back”, says Santiago
O´Ryan

Why should you
watch it?

Because it raises the current problem of
technology, and that paradigm in which we
fight to control it and not to let it control
our lives. What would we do if the internet
disappeared from one day to the next?

friend Dan, a robot he created, decide to enter "the Glitch" through websites
that appear and disappear without notice in order to free the Internet and
return everything back to normal.
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THE FIRST

It’s an anthology series based on real events about Latin women who fought
against traditions to become pioneers in the fields of art, science, sports and
even socio-political movements. Always in a playful and humorous tone,

Project's name

The first

Target audience

Kids 7-11

Format

13x11’

Producers

TyppoCreativeLab, Chile

Exhibition date

2021

Team goals

“Today the world is finally having a
profound conversation about women's
rights and more than ever we feel it
necessary to tell the story of these women
who fought for their dreams and opened
the way to millions of girls who came
after them ”, Javi Risco, Co-Creator and
screenwriter of the project.

Why should you
watch it?

“The first” is a series that not only has
a powerful and important message for
future generations of girls and boys, but
also delivers it in an entertaining way
and with an extremely original proposal,
such as an anthology series animated in
a mockumentary format.

the series will be made in the way of a fake documentary format, allowing
the protagonists and their contemporaries to share their opinions directly
on camera, as well as using fiction and animated footage, to enhance the
feeling of identification and show different stages of the lives of these
extraordinary women. Each episode tells the story of a different woman,
among whom we’ll meet the first female doctor, the first racing driver, the
first one to run for president, the first orchestra director and the first one to
climb the Everest.
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NORMALTOWN

Project's name

Normaltown

Target audience

Kids 7-11

Format

26x11’

Producers

TyppoCreativeLab, Chile

Exhibition date

2021

Team goals

“We feel that we are telling an
intrinsically Latin story, but with a
universal scope and with a point of view
on magical realism that historically has
not been explored in children's content”,
says Bambú Orellana, co-creator and
project director.

Why should you
watch it?

Normaltown is a series that takes cultural
traditions and festivities from all Latin
America and puts them in a single city in
a magical realism tone. The stories are
developed from the point of view of a
group of children, but the city is the real
protagonist.

It’s the story of a complete city, of all its inhabitants, interpersonal
relationships, secrets, mysteries and eccentric traditions; all in a context of
Latin American magical realism, rescuing references from real life. Although
the small city of Normaltown is by itself the star of all the stories, the events
will be experienced from the point of view of Maxi, a 10-year-old boy who
finds everything interesting, who has a great adventurous spirit. On each
episode, Maxi and his best friends will explore the origin of the traditions
that surround them and little by little they will understand how the city
forms its own identity. At the same time, together they will unveil different
mysteries that the city hides and they will be forced to understand and stop
a great conspiracy that tries to destroy Normaltown as they know it.
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